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SQL99-STANDARD JOINS 
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OBJECTIVES 

After completing “SQL99-Standard Joins,” you will be able to: 

 Describe the need for joins. 

 Revisit “foreign key” and “primary key.” 

 Define “join,” “dot notation,” and “join predicate.” 

 Discuss when to use joins and when to use standard 
subqueries. 

 Identify the SQL99-standard join syntax. 

 Identify the need for, and the syntax rules of, column 
qualifiers and table aliases. 

 Differentiate between “inner join,” “outer join,” “left outer 
join,” “right outer join,” and “full outer join.” 

 Examine how inner joins and outer joins are processed.  
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Why Joins? 

 So far every data request has been resolved by looking at one 
table at a time. 

 Yes, we just looked at standard subqueries, but even there the 
outer and inner queries each used one table. 

 Let’s take a new look at a previous data request: list the name of 
each employee and the department to which each is assigned. 

select firstname, lastname, department_id 
from employees; 
FIRSTNAME LASTNAME  DEPARTMENT_ID 
--------- --------- ------------- 
Patrick   Acosta                9 
John      Amdell                1 
. . .  
Rebecca   Zimmerman             2 
135 rows selected. 
 

 This result list would be more human readable if it listed 
departments by name rather than ID. 

 The first thing we need to do is identify the data we need and 
the table(s) that contain the data. 

firstname

salary

lastname

FK

id

department_id

PK

EMPLOYEES

name

PK

FK, U

id

manager_id

DEPARTMENTS

 

 We need to see data from two tables; we might need a join. 
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Foreign Keys and Joins 

 Every relationship is represented as a foreign key column in 
one of the tables participating in the relationship. 

 A foreign key value must always match a value in the primary-key 
column of the referenced table. 

 The business rules determine whether or not the foreign-key value 
is required or optional. 

 A query that reads data from more than one table often uses a 
join. 

 Most often the primary key and foreign key are used as the join 
predicate. 

 If the join predicate evaluates to true, a display row from one table 
is combined with a display row from the second table. 

 For inner joins, any table row pairs that evaluate to false do not 
show up in the result set. 

 Depending on the type of outer join, table row pairs that evaluate 
to false may show up in the result set. 

 For our example request, we see that the primary key in the 
departments table is id; the foreign key in the employees 
table is department_id and represents the assignment 
relationship. 
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Qualifying Columns 

 Before we get back to our join example, we need to add new 
skills to our tool bucket: column qualifiers and table aliases. 

 So far everything we’ve done has involved one table at a time. 
Now we’re going to be working with more than one table. 

 When we send a query to the RDBMS, one of the first things it 
does is see if all of the objects within the query have been 
uniquely identified. If they are not, an error is thrown and a 
vendor-specific error message is displayed. 

 Let’s look at the two tables for our report request again: 

firstname

salary

lastname

FK

id

department_id

PK

EMPLOYEES

name

PK

FK, U

id

manager_id

DEPARTMENTS

 

 Notice that each table has a column name in common. 

 If we’re only using one table in our query, who cares? 

 But if we’re using both tables in our query, we need to make sure 
the RDBMS knows to which ID column we’re referring. 

 We do that by qualifying the column name with the name of its 
table using dot notation; it’s overkill for a simple query like 
this, but here’s a clear illustration: 

select employees.id from employees; 
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Table Aliases 

 When we’re doing very simple queries with only a couple of 
tables and three or four columns, it’s easy to identify which 
column goes with which table. 

 However, once we’re using several tables with dozens of 
columns our queries can become difficult to read, much less to 
maintain. 

 We can qualify all of our columns with their table names, but if 
our table and column names are long, while this might clarify 
which columns belong to which tables, the queries become 
cumbersome to read. 

 Examples/Joins/Examples.sql has code for this chapter. 
select employees.firstname, employees.lastname, 
       employees.gender, employees.department_id, 
       employees.commission_pct 
from employees; 
 

 Again, overkill with this simple query, but you get the point. 

 We can make life easier by creating alias names for our tables, 
and using those alias names to qualify our column names. 

 Like column aliases, table aliases rename the tables for the life 
of the current query. 

 They must comply with the object naming rules identified in an 
earlier chapter. 

 Since we usually define table aliases because we want to use them 
as column qualifiers, it’s important to make sure that our table 
aliases are meaningful. 
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 for example, the alias emp for the employees table is more 
purposeful than the alias e. 
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Table Aliases 

 Notice the tiny but important difference in syntax between 
defining a column alias and defining a table alias. 

 When we define a column alias we use the as keyword: 
salary * 1.1 as salary_increase 
 

 When we define a table alias we do not use the as keyword. 
employees emp 
 

 In fact, the SQL standard specifies the as keyword for table aliases, 
but several of the popular vendors (such as Oracle) do not support 
it, so we are not going to use it in this course. In actual practice a 
lot of programmers don’t use it even when they can. 

 Here’s a table alias in practice: 
select emp.firstname, emp.lastname, emp.gender, 
       emp.department_id, emp.commission_pct 
from employees emp; 
 

 Just because we’ve defined a table alias does not mean we are 
constrained to use it: 

select firstname, lastname 
from employees emp; 
 

 But once a table alias has been identified, that table’s columns 
can only be qualified with the table alias, if they are qualified at 
all. 

 If we then qualify a column with the table name, an error is thrown 
and a vendor-specific error message is displayed. 

select emp.firstname, employees.lastname 
from employees emp; 
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Inner Join Example 

 Let’s get back to the request for the name of each employee and 
the name of the department to which each is assigned. 

 Look at the tables that are involved in the relationship again. 

firstname

salary

lastname

FK

id

department_id

PK

EMPLOYEES

name

PK

FK, U

id

manager_id

DEPARTMENTS

 

 We already know that the first thing we need to do when we get 
a request for data is identify the data we need and the table(s) 
that contain the data. 

 If everything is in one table, we write the query. 

 If the data is in two or more tables, we need to ask ourselves a 
question before we proceed ... 
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An Inner Join  

 First, differentiate between the data we want to see and the data 
we just need. 

firstname

salary

lastname

FK

id

department_id

PK

EMPLOYEES

name

PK

FK, U

id

manager_id

DEPARTMENTS

 

 We’ve identified the data by italicizing it in red (real programmers 
always mark up with lots of color and font changes). 

 Now we ask: where is the data we need to see in the result set? 

 In our case the answer is “both tables:” so we need to do a join.  
Relational databases are built to perform well for joins when 
data is needed in both tables for the result set. 

 We’re going to do an inner join. 

 We’ll discuss why it’s an inner join later in the chapter. 

 If the answer instead is “in only one of the two tables,” then we 
probably want to do a subquery for the lookup, just like we did 
in a previous chapter. 

 Why? Because all else being equal (a huge consideration) if we’re 
only using a table to look up a single value and not to retrieve data 
for the result set, a subquery could be a faster performer. 

EXAMPLE
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An Inner Join  

 We are using SQL99-standard joins in this course. 

 All of the popular vendors have been supporting this syntax for 
years. 

 There is an earlier SQL-standard syntax for inner joins, now 
referred to as a theta join. 

 The earlier standard only identified the syntax for inner joins. 

 As time went on there was a need for outer joins. 

 All of the vendors threw their solutions into the standards 
committee meeting ring. 

 DB2 won, the others lost. 

 This means that all of the other vendors have proprietary outer 
join syntax. The earlier syntax and its proprietary outer-join 
variations are covered in the advanced courses. 

 Let’s look at the SQL99 inner join solution for our data request. 

EXAMPLE
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An Inner Join  

select emp.firstname, emp.lastname, dept.name 
from employees emp 
     inner join departments dept 
                on emp.department_id = dept.id; 
 
 
 
                           join predicate 
 
 As usual we use the from clause to identify the source of our 

data. 

 After the from keyword, specify a table (optionally followed by 
a table alias), then the inner join keyword phrase, and then the 
other table (again, optionally followed by a table alias). 

 This is followed by the on clause which identifies the join 
predicate. 

 The join predicate identifies the column from each table that is 
used to join the tables together. 

firstname

salary

lastname

FK

id

department_id

PK

EMPLOYEES

name

PK

FK, U

id

manager_id

DEPARTMENTS

 

 If we look at our drawing again, department_id is the foreign 
key in employees pointing to the primary key (id) of the 
departments. We’ve just identified our join predicate. 

EXAMPLE
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Inner Join Processing 

 Let’s look at another example and use it as a vehicle to discuss 
the 50,000-foot-level conceptual method the RDBMS uses to 
process inner-join queries. 

 List the name of every employee and each one’s job title, but 
only for those employees with a salary greater than 45000. 

firstname

department_idFK

salary

gender

lastname

FK

id

job_id

PK

EMPLOYEES

maximum_salary

idPK

name

minimum_salary

JOBS

 

 We need two tables, and data from both, so we’ll do a join. 

 The foreign key in employees (job_id) points to the primary 
key (id) in jobs, so we’ll use that relationship in our join 
predicate. 

select emp.lastname, jobs.name, emp.salary, 
       jobs.minimum_salary as salmin, 
       jobs.maximum_salary as salmax 
from employees emp 
     inner join jobs on emp.job_id = jobs.id 
where salary > 45000; 
53 rows selected. 
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Inner Join Processing 

 Let’s look at the data the RDBMS is using to determine which 
data to put in the result set. We’ll take a truncated look at the 
data from both tables. 

LASTNAME SALARY JOB_ID 
-------- ------ ------ 
Acosta    61000      4 
Amdell    15000     10 
. . . 
Bivouc    60000      3 
. . . 
 
ID NAME           MINIMUM_SALARY MAXIMUM_SALARY 
-- -------------- -------------- -------------- 
 1 President               80000         100000 
 2 Vice President          70000          90000 
 3 Director                60000          80000 
 4 Manager                 50000          70000 
. . . 
 

 The RDBMS retrieves the data it needs, and the RDBMS 
optimizer determines the best way to process the query. 

 It can choose to start with employees and join to jobs or vice versa. 
Let’s start with employees. 

1. The RDBMS conceptually processes row by row, so it looks at the first 
row of the employees data and tests the value in salary. 

2. If it’s true that salary > 45000, then it continues to process the row. 

3. It retrieves the value 4 from the job_id column. 

4. It goes over to the jobs table and row by row tests to see if id = 4. 
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Inner Join Processing 

5. When the test result is true, it outputs the appropriate data from the 
first row in the employees table, with (in this case) the fourth row in 
the jobs table, to the result set: 

LASTNAME NAME    SALARY SALMIN SALMAX 
-------- ------- ------ ------ ------ 
Acosta   Manager  61000  50000  70000 
 
6. Only now, when the RDBMS has finished processing the first row of 

the employees data, does it go to the second row. 

7. It finds that salary > 45000 is false for this row, so it’s finished 
processing the second row for the query and moves on to the third 
row. 

8. false continues to be returned for salary > 45000, so the RDBMS 
continues on to the next row for the several rows until it reaches the 
row with Bivouc’s data. 

9. true is returned for salary > 45000, so the RDBMS retrieves the 
value 3 from the job_id column. 

10. It goes over to the jobs table and, row-by-row, tests to see if id = 3. 

11. When the test result is true, it appends the appropriate data from the 
nth  row in the employees table, with (in this case) the third row in 
the jobs table, to the result set: 

LASTNAME NAME     SALARY SALMIN SALMAX 
-------- -------- ------ ------ ------ 
Acosta   Manager   61000  50000  70000 
Bivouc   Director  60000  60000  80000 
 
12. ... and so on, until the last row from the employees table is 

processed. 
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A Multiple-Table Join 

 Now let’s try more tables: for every assignment, list the 
employee’s name, the project’s name, and the start date of the 
assignment. 

salary

gender

lastname

id

firstname

PK

EMPLOYEES

FK

id

employee_id

end_date

PK

project_idFK

start_date

ASSIGNMENTS

start_date

name

end_date

PK id

PROJECTS

 

 The data is in three tables, and we need data from each table, so 
we will need a three-table join. 

 For every relationship identify a join predicate:  

 The join predicate between employees and assignments is 
employees.id = assignments.employee_id 
 

 The join predicate between assignments and projects is 
assignments.project_id = projects.id 
 

 We’ll use table aliases to qualify the columns. 

EXAMPLE
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A Multiple-Table Join 
select emp.firstname, emp.lastname, 
       proj.name as proj_name, asn.start_date 
from employees emp 
     inner join assignments asn 
                on emp.id = asn.employee_id 
     inner join projects proj 
                on asn.project_id = proj.id; 
FIRSTNAME LASTNAME PROJ_NAME           START_DATE 
--------- -------- ------------------- ---------- 
John      Gonzales Oscillation Over... 30-OCT-39 
John      Amdell   Oscillation Over... 31-OCT-39 
. . . 
60 rows selected. 

EXAMPLE
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Join Types Defined 

 A join is a query that combines rows from two tables using a 
join predicate. 

 The join predicate is customarily based on matching the 
foreign-key value to the related primary-key value. 

 One time out of 100 it is possible that you will receive a request for 
data that is not based on the primary-key/foreign-key relationship. 

 This would result in a non-key join. 

 An inner join includes only those rows from each table that 
can be paired; those that can’t be paired are not in the result set. 

 An outer join includes those rows from each table that can be 
paired (an inner join), as well as those that cannot be paired. 

 A left outer join includes the rows that cannot be paired from the 
table on the left of the join operator. 

 A right outer join includes the rows that cannot be paired from 
the table on the right of the join operator. 

 A full outer join includes the rows that cannot be paired from 
each table in the join operator. 

 Not all databases support the ANSI-standard full outer join; 
examples of do and don’t: 

 Oracle, DB2, SQLServer, and Sybase do. 

 Derby and MySQL don’t. 
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Outer Joins 

 Building on an earlier example, let’s look at the syntax for each 
of the three outer join types. 

 But let’s get rid of the filtering predicate in the earlier example 
so we can more easily see the results of the outer joins. 

 Here’s a left outer join: list the name of every employee and 
each one’s job title. Oh, and include even those employees who 
do not have a job title. 

 This is a left outer join simply because the employees table is listed 
to the “left” of the “outer join” keyword phrase.  

select emp.lastname, jobs.name, emp.salary, 
       jobs.minimum_salary as salmin, 
       jobs.maximum_salary as salmax 
from employees emp 
     left outer join jobs on emp.job_id = jobs.id; 
135 rows selected. 
 

 In this case, every employee has a job title so the data for all 135 
employees is returned. This is the same result we would get with 
the equivalent inner join. 

EXAMPLE
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Outer Joins 

 A right outer join: list the name of every employee and each 
one’s job title. Oh, and include even those job titles to which no 
one is assigned. 

 It’s a right outer join simply because the jobs table is listed to the 
“right” of the “outer join” keyword phrase.  

select emp.lastname, jobs.name, emp.salary, 
       jobs.minimum_salary as salmin, 
       jobs.maximum_salary as salmax 
from employees emp 
     right outer join jobs on emp.job_id = jobs.id; 
136 rows selected. 
 

 In this case, we get 136 rows, because one job title, “Technical 
Writer,” is not the object of an assignment; that means one 
additional row over the inner join result set. 

EXAMPLE
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Outer Joins 

 Finally, a full outer join: list the name of every employee and 
each one’s job title. Oh, and include even those employees who 
do not have a job title.  And don’t forget to include even those 
job titles to which no one is assigned. 

 Again – this example will not work on Derby. 
select emp.lastname, jobs.name, emp.salary, 
       jobs.minimum_salary as salmin, 
       jobs.maximum_salary as salmax 
from employees emp 
     full outer join jobs on emp.job_id = jobs.id; 
136 rows selected. 
 

 In this case, every employee has a job title so the data for all 135 
employees is returned as part of the inner join. There were no 
additional rows from the left outer join. 

 But there was one additional row from the right outer join, so we 
have 136 rows in the result set. 

EXAMPLE
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Expanding the Query 

 Everything covered in the course so far can be included in 
queries where joins are performed. 

 We’ve already seen one example of a join with a filtering 
predicate in the where clause. Recall that a filtering predicate 
may include a subquery. 

 If there’s the need, we can include the distinct keyword in the 
select clause. 

 We can also sort our result set by including the order by 
clause. 
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Exploring Joins 

Suggested time: 60 minutes 

In this lab you will explore the use of joins. 

Detailed instructions are found at the end of the chapter. 

LAB 9
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SUMMARY 

 We identified why we need joins, and compared that need 
with the need for subqueries. 

 We defined the term “join,” and compared inner joins with 
the various flavors of outer joins. 

 We discussed the advantages of using the SQL99 join syntax 
over the theta join syntax. 

 In the process of examining the join syntax we discovered a 
need for column qualifiers and table aliases. 

 We discovered how to identify the columns used in a join 
predicate, and at the same time revisited the terms “primary 
key” and “foreign key.” 

 We compared “inner join,” “outer join,” “left outer join,” 
“right outer join,” and “full outer join.” 

 We looked in detail at an inner join and an outer join 
example, discovering en route how joins are processed. 
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Exploring Joins 

In this lab you will explore the use of joins. Always identify the data and tables needed 
first so you can in turn identify the join predicate, probably the most critical aspect to 
writing successful joins. When done, consider additional things you can do in your query 
to make the code more maintainable and the results more human readable. Be sure to 
validate all of your result sets; just because your query is successful does not mean it was 
accurate. Even if the problem does not require that a particular column be in the result 
set, put it in anyway if it will help you validate your results. 

Answer folder: Examples/Joins 

Files: Labs.sql 

Instructions: 

1. List every employee’s name, assigned department name, and job title. 

You have a choice when tackling any data request. You can draw up a plan and write 
the code straight from the plan. Or, you might choose to simplify. In either case, 
before writing the join code, remember first to carefully identify the column in each 
table that makes up the join predicate. 

Your plan needs to identify each table that has data you need and the columns for that 
data. Then determine how the tables are associated, if necessary adding additional 
columns to your plan. Write the SQL following the flow in the plan. 

If instead you want to simplify, you might consider first writing a query that lists the 
department ID and job ID instead of the department name and job title, thus limiting 
the query to one table. When that’s working, rewrite the query to list the department 
name and job title, which means writing a join. 

   FIRSTNAME LASTNAME  DEPT_NAME            JOB_NAME 
   --------- --------- -------------------- ---------------- 
   Patrick   Acosta    Operations           Manager 
   John      Amdell    Research             Junior Engineer 
   Letitia   Anderson  Administration       Data Entry Clerk 
   John      Angel     Research             Lead Engineer 
   ... 
   Hubert    Young     Test And Integration Tester 
   Rebecca   Zimmerman Administration       President 
 
   135 rows selected. 
 

LAB 9
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Exploring Joins LAB 9 

2. For every department, list its name and the name of its manager. Be very careful when 
you are identifying the join predicate. Remember, there are two relationships between 
employee and department: the department assignment relationship and the 
department managerment relationship. Identifying the correct relationship is critical. 

   NAME                 MANAGER 
   -------------------- ----------------- 
   Test And Integration Jami Church 
   HR                   Napoleon Gross 
   Research             John Bigboote 
   Sales                Tricia Larsen 
   Facilities           Aurelia Rollins 
   Operations           Adan Roth 
   Software Development Ken Stevenson 
   Hardware Development Christian Walton 
   Administration       Rebecca Zimmerman 
 
   9 rows selected. 
 
3. Modify the previous query to include the address information of the department.  

Hint: Now you’re adding another table to the plan. 
   NAME                 MANAGER           STREET_ADDRESS                 CITY          ST ZIPCODE 
   -------------------- ----------------- ------------------------------ ------------- -- ------- 
   Test And Integration Jami Church       1045 University City Boulevard Charlotte     NC 28226 
   HR                   Napoleon Gross    791 Massachusetts Avenue       Boston        MA 02101 
   Research             John Bigboote     1 Grover's Mill Circle         Grover's Mill NJ 08538 
   Sales                Tricia Larsen     3 Peachtree Plaza              Atlanta       GA 30365 
   Facilities           Aurelia Rollins   791 Massachusetts Avenue       Boston        MA 02101 
   Operations           Adan Roth         3 Peachtree Plaza              Atlanta       GA 30365 
   Software Development Ken Stevenson     1045 University City Boulevard Charlotte     NC 28226 
   Hardware Development Christian Walton  1045 University City Boulevard Charlotte     NC 28226 
   Administration       Rebecca Zimmerman 791 Massachusetts Avenue       Boston        MA 02101 
 
   9 rows selected. 

 
4. HR would also like to take a look at a list of project names which have employee 

assignments. Besides employee names and project names, include the assignment 
start dates. Sort by project name. 

Hint: Now you’re working with three tables. Plan or simplify. If simplifying, first 
write a query with project IDs instead of names and employee IDs instead of 
names. Once it is working, then add the join to get the project names and the 
join to get the employee names. 

   PROJECT_NAME           EMP_NAME         START_DATE 
   ---------------------- ---------------- ---------- 
   Dimensional Warp Drive John Chee        07-JUL-04 
   Flux Capacitor         John Li          22-NOV-89 
   ... 
   Yoyodyne Laser ...     Ty Beard         29-JUN-05 
   Yoyodyne Laser ...     Rocco Williamson 29-JUN-05 
 
   60 rows selected. 
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Exploring Joins LAB 9 

5. Modify the previous query so you are including even those employees who do not 
have an assignment. This time sort by employee name then project name. 

   PROJECT_NAME                          EMP_NAME       START_DATE 
   ------------------------------------- -------------- ---------- 
                                         Adan Roth 
   RLP10 Database Management System 13.2 Amie Wilkerson 03-SEP-82 
                                         Antwan Wright 
   RLP10 Database Management System 13.2 Arlen Stevens  23-JAN-89 
   ... 
                                         Wiley Durham 
   Meson Disruptor 2                     William Moses  02-DEC-83 
 
   147 rows selected. 
 
6. Now instead of including even those employees who do not have an assignment, 

include even those projects to which no one is assigned. 
   PROJECT_NAME                          EMP_NAME       START_DATE 
   ------------------------------------- -------------- ---------- 
   RLP10 Database Management System 13.2 Amie Wilkerson 03-SEP-82 
   RLP10 Database Management System 13.2 Arlen Stevens  23-JAN-89 
   ... 
   Meson Disruptor 2                     William Moses  02-DEC-83 
   Wearable Nuclear Devices 
  
   61 rows selected. 
 
7. Finally – if using a database that supports full outer joins – include even those 

employees who do not have an assignment as well as those projects to which no one is 
assigned. 

   PROJECT_NAME                          EMP_NAME       START_DATE 
   ------------------------------------- -------------- ---------- 
   Wearable Nuclear Devices 
                                         Adan Roth 
   RLP10 Database Management System 13.2 Amie Wilkerson 03-SEP-82 
                                         Antwan Wright 
   ... 
   148 rows selected. 
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Exploring Joins LAB 9 

Optional 

8. Using everything you learned about subqueries in the last chapter and joins in this 
chapter, list the name, salary, job title, and assigned department of every employee 
who is making more than everyone in the Sales department. Make sure no one in the 
Sales department is listed. 

Hint: Simplify. First identify how you get a list of everyone’s salary in the sales 
department. That will be your subquery. Write that first and make sure it 
works. Then identify what data will involve using joins, but put off coding the 
joins as long as possible. So, initially write the query to list department ID 
instead of name and job ID instead of title. Finally add the joins so you can list 
department name and job title. 

   FIRSTNAME LASTNAME   DEPT_NAME            JOB_NAME               SALARY 
   --------- ---------- -------------------- ---------------------- ------ 
   Vivian    Baxter     Administration       CFO                     82000 
   Adan      Roth       Operations           COO                     82000 
   Kory      Maynard    Test And Integration Project Lead            83000 
   King      Cardenas   Administration       CIO                     84000 
   Luigi     Berger     Test And Integration Project Lead            90000 
   John      Bigboote   Research             Vice President          95000 
   Rebecca   Zimmerman  Administration       President               97000 
   Orval     Johns      Operations           DataBase Administrator 120000 
 
   8 rows selected. 
 
9. For each department name, job title and gender combination, list the number of  

employees within each combination and each combination’s minimum, maximum, 
sum and average salary – but only when the number of employees in a combination is 
greater than one. Sort the list. See the hint in the last problem. 

   DEPT_NAME            JOB_NAME  GENDER NBR_EMPS MIN_SAL MAX_SAL SUM_SAL AVG_SAL 
   -------------------- --------- ------ -------- ------- ------- ------- ------- 
   Research             Manager   M             4   50000   50000  200000   50000 
   Research             Engineer  M            16   20000   20000  320000   20000 
   Software Development Developer M             2   45000   65000  110000   55000 
   ... 
   Test And Integration Tester    F             2   35000   43000   78000   39000 
   Test And Integration Tester    M             3   40000   50000  134000   44666.6666 
 
   27 rows selected. 
 


